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Recognition of script-typical versus script-atypical
information: Effects of cognitive elaboration

EDGARERDFELDER and JURGEN BREDENKAMP
University ojBonn, Bonn, Germany

Memory for script-atypical information has been shown to be superior to memory for script-typical
information. Two explanations of this typicality effect are evaluated: (1) the attention-elaboration hy
pothesis (AEH) and (2) the script-copy-plus-tag hypothesis (SCTH). The AEH claims that atypical in
formation is recognized better because it attracts more attention and cognitive elaboration. According
to the SCTH, memory representations of script-based texts are established automatically and consti
tute a copy of the script plus tags for atypical events that facilitate later recognition. Weinvestigated
recognition memory and memory for the presentation form of typical and atypical items originally
shown with versus without missing letters. Experiment 1showed that presenting items in fragmentary
form tends to improve recognition memory mostly for highly typical items. Experiment 2 revealed that
the size of this missing-letters effect is affected by the presentation form of items preceding the target
items during acquisition. For fragmented items preceded by other fragmented items, the typicality ef
fect virtually disappeared. Memory for the presentation form of items was generally moderate. These
results are readily explained within the AEH framework and pose some problems for the SCTH.

Research on schema-based information processing has
repeatedly shown that recognition of verbal information
that fits well into an event schema or script is inferior to
recognition ofatypical information. For instance, if indi
viduals read a story entitled "Peter's Visit to a Restaurant"
and subsequently respond to an unexpected recognition
test, they are better at discriminating old from new sen
tences if these sentences state atypical actions (e.g., "Peter
removes a hair from the soup") as opposed to sentences
describing highly typical actions (e.g., "Peter paid the
bill"). This so-called typicality effect has been observed
both in adults (Bellezza & Bower, 1981; Bower, Black, &
Turner, 1979; Davidson, 1994; Graesser, Gordon, & Saw
yer, 1979; Graesser, WolI, Kowalski, & Smith, 1980; Maki,
1990; Markham & Lissner, 1994; Smith & Graesser, 1981;
Yekovich & Walker, 1986; for reviews, see Graesser &
Nakamura, 1982, and Mandler, 1984) and in young chil
dren (Adams & Worden, 1986; Davidson & Hoe, 1993;
Hudson, 1988). Moreover, similar effects have been re
ported with respect to face recognition (e.g., Light, Kayra-
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Stuart, & Hollander, 1979; Locksley, Stangor, Hepburn,
Grosovsky, & Hochstrasser, 1984; for a review, see Sha
piro & Penrod, 1986), the recognition of scenes (Fabri
cius, Hodge, & Quinan, 1993; Friedman, 1979; Mantyla &
Backman, 1992; Pezdek, Whetstone, Reynolds, Askari, &
Dougherty, 1989), natural situations (Nakamura, Graesser,
Zimmerman, & Riha, 1985), persuasive messages (D. F.
Schmidt & Sherman, 1984), and person attributes (e.g.,
Locksley et aI., 1984; Woll & Graesser, 1982; see Stangor
& McMillan, 1992, for a review).

Still, there appear to be some exceptions to this rule (see
Mandler, 1984, p. 106; Stangor & McMillan, 1992). How
ever, a closer look at these studies reveals that the deviat
ing results were due to either methodological or concep
tual shortcomings: In some cases, recognition hit rates were
not properly corrected for response bias (e.g., Brewer &
Treyens, 1981; Cantor & Mischel, 1977; C. E. Cohen, 1981);
in other cases typicality was confused with relevance
that is, the degree ofrelatedness ofinformation to a schema
or script (see Mandler, 1984, pp. 101-108). Although the
effect of schema relevance on bias-corrected measures
ofrecognition memory is not so clear-cut (Brewer & Naka
mura, 1984; Davidson, 1994; Maki, 1990; McDaniel &
Kerwin, 1987), the effect ofschema expectancy (or schema
consistency) definitely is. In the present paper, the term
script-atypical information refers only to unexpected in
formation-that is, information that is relevant to the
script but has a Iowa priori probability ofoccurring when
the script is activated. Analogously, script-typical infor
mation is defined as script-relevant information that is fre
quently associated with the script.

Many theories of schema-based information process
ing predict superior recognition memory for atypical in
formation (see Graesser & Nakamura, 1982, for a re-
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view), but not all of them offer unique explanations. Up
to now, only two clearly distinguishable explanations of
the typicality effect have been proposed in the literature
(see Stangor & McMillan, 1992, who express a similar
point of view). Some theorists either explicitly or im
plicitly refer to the concept oflevels ofprocessing (Craik
& Lockhart, 1972), according to which the depth of cog
nitive processing determines how well information can
be retrieved. Because unexpected events attract more at
tention and encourage greater effort in elaborative pro
cessing than typical events, they are presumably pro
cessed more deeply. Hence, it should be easier to retrieve
them. This explanation is widely known as the attention
elaboration hypothesis (AEH) and often attributed to
Bobrow and Norman (1975). Similar explanations are
offered by other theorists of schema-based information
processing (e.g., Bower et aI., 1979; Hastie, 1980).

A second class of schema theories denies the impor
tance ofattention and elaborative processes. Instead, they
emphasize the principle of cognitive economy, accord
ing to which a piece of information will not be transmitted
to long-term memory if it is implied by general knowl
edge. Thus, atypical and moderately typical, but not highly
typical, actions need to be stored because the latter are im
plied by the script (Schank & Abelson, 1977). A promi
nent example of this class of theoretical conceptions is
the script-copy-plus-tag hypothesis (SCTH; Graesser &
Nakamura, 1982). The SCTH claims that during the
course of script comprehension, a memory representa
tion is established automatically that essentially consists
of two parts: (I) a copy of the script, including its highly
typical actions, regardless of whether they have actually
been displayed or not, and (2) a set oftags depicting addi
tional information that is atypical or, at best, moderately
typical of the script. Because of these tags, it should be
easy subsequently to recognize atypical and some of the
moderately typical actions. In contrast, most of the typ
ical and all highly typical actions and events are part of
the memory representation by default-that is, even if
they were not stated explicitly. Therefore, it should be
difficult and sometimes even impossible to discriminate
highly typical actions that were actually read or heard
from those that were not. Note that attentional and elab
orative processes are completely irrelevant according to
this theoretical account. Hence, such processes must not
affect the size of the typicality effect.

The SCTH not only explains the typicality effect but
also predicts a number of other well-established results
of schema and script research (see, e.g., Bredenkamp &
Vaterrodt, 1992; Graesser & Nakamura, 1982; Grube
Unglaub, Bredenkamp, Vaterrodt-Pliinnecke, & Fischer,
1995). We will consider some of these results in the dis
cussion section of this paper and focus on the different
explanations oftypicality effects here. Our goal was to test
both explanations simultaneously by studying the impact
of a treatment that presumably leads to a higher level of
attention and cognitive elaboration during encoding. A
suitable candidate for such a treatment is the presentation
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form of items. Consider, for example, the sentence "Peter
is looking for an empty table." This sentence can be dis
played in fragmentary form as follows: "Peter is lo.k .. g
for an empty table." Actually, this way of presenting in
formation is a variant ofthe so-called generate condition
(Slamecka & Graf, 1978). Superior memory performance
for information encoded under generate conditions as
opposed to read conditions is well established for many
measures of memory and several experimental designs
(see, e.g., Burns, 1990). This generation effect has been
attributed to an increase in elaborative semantic encoding
(Graf, 1982), conceptually driven processes (Blaxton,
1989; Roediger, Weldon, & Challis, 1989), and the mo
bilization of attentional and other cognitive resources
during information generation (Fiedler, Lachnit, Fay, &
Krug, 1992; S. R. Schmidt, 1992). Measures of memory
correlating positively with these types ofprocessing (e.g.,
recall and recognition) tend to show strong generation
effects, whereas measures that are more strongly linked
to data-driven processes (e.g., most indirect measures of
memory) are associated with null or even negative gen
eration effects (Blaxton, 1989).

McDaniel, Einstein, and collaborators explored the ef
fect of a letter-deletion variant of the generate condition
that is similar to the fragmentary presentation condition
investigated in the present article (e.g., Einstein, Me
Daniel, Bowers, & Stevens, 1984; Einstein, McDaniel,
Owen, & Cote, 1990; McDaniel, 1984; McDaniel, Ein
stein, Dunay, & Cobb, 1986; McDaniel & Kerwin, 1987).
Their results confirm the prediction that missing letters
may enhance item-specific and proposition-specific pro
cessing during encoding. Missing letters contribute to su
perior memory performance to the degree that (1) they
induce intense elaborative processing of the target items,
(2) the memory test performance benefits from elaborative
item-specific processing during encoding, and (3) item
specific processing is not already implied by other con
text conditions or by the stimulus material itself (which
would render the missing-letters effect redundant). Me
Daniel et al. (1986), for instance, found a positive effect
of missing letters on recall ofa fairy tale (presumed nor
mally to invite schema-based relational processing dur
ing encoding), whereas the same treatment did not affect
recall ofa descriptive text (presumed normally to lead to
intense item-specific processing during encoding). With
respect to recognition memory, McDaniel and Kerwin
(1987, p. 249) observed that missing letters enhance rec
ognition for all types of information except "important"
(i.e., particularly salient) information.

Taken together, these studies suggest that missing let
ters can effectively enhance elaborative, item-specific pro
cessing, provided that intense item-specific processing
is not already implied by other aspects of the experimen
tal setting. This helps in deriving predictions from the
AEH and the SCTH referring to memory tasks in which
both recognition and source discrimination of script
based information are required from the participants.
More specifically, assume that items of information vary-
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ing in typicality are presented in either complete or frag
mentary form in one text. Subsequently, following a dis
tractor activity, participants are confronted with an unex
pected source monitoring task (see Johnson, Hashtroudi,
& Lindsay, 1993, for a review). They are asked to clas
sify old and new test items as old and originally pre
sented in complete form (aide)' old and originally pre
sented in fragmentary form (old f ) , or new. This task
allows one to assess both recognition memory and source
memory for script-typical versus script-atypical informa
tion. In this application, source memory refers to discrim
inating between past item presentation forms.

According to the AEH, the typicality effect is caused
by enhanced elaborative processing of atypical informa
tion. If atypical information indeed receives higher lev
els of item-specific processing by default, then the extra
processing implied by missing letters is likely to be rather
ineffective. As a consequence, the missing-letters effect
on recognition memory must be quite small or even ab
sent for atypical information. Recognition ofhighly typ
ical information, by contrast, may benefit from item
specific processing induced by missing letters because
low levels of attention and cognitive elaboration are di
rected toward these items when presented in complete
form. The size ofthis missing-letters effect should largely
depend on the degree of elaborative processing implied
by the missing letters, which in turn may depend on the
attentional resources allocated to the letter-completion
task (e.g., because of its difficulty). Given sufficient at
tentional resources, the missing-letters effect should be
larger for highly typical items than for atypical items. As
a consequence, the typicality effect for items originally
displayed in complete form (henceforth referred to as
"complete items") must exceed the typicality effect for
items originally displayed in fragmentary form (hence
forth referred to as "fragmented items").

With respect to source memory, the level of item
specific processing induced by missing letters is relevant
for deriving predictions. According to the AEH, the extra
processing of both atypical and fragmented items is se
mantic in nature, at least under incidental learning condi
tions where participants do not expect a subsequent source
monitoring test referring to the item presentation form.
Whereas memory for the item content will probably ben
efit from additional semantic processing, memory for sur
face characteristics such as the item presentation form is
not likely to be affected. Therefore, source memory should
be relatively constant across item types and presentation
forms. More specifically, source memory is likely to be
moderate or poor for all items because memory for sur
face information vanishes rather quickly when attention
is directed toward semantic aspects of texts (see, e.g.,
Alba & Hasher, 1983; Kintsch & Ericsson, 1996; Kintsch,
Welsch, Schmalhofer, & Zimny, 1990; Schmalhofer &
Glavanov, 1986).

In deriving predictions from the SCTH, two possible
interpretations ofthis hypothesis need to be distinguished.
Proponents of a narrow version of the SCTH could argue

that highly typical items have no representation in memory
beyond the copy ofthe script, regardless of their presen
tation form. From this perspective, ofcourse, the missing
letters effect must be nonexistent for highly typical items,
and bias-corrected recognition probabilities should be
very low. Moreover, memory for the presentation form of
highly typical items must also be very poor. No unique
predictions can be derived with respect to recognition
memory and source memory for atypical items; for these
items, there mayor may not be a missing-letters effect.

In contrast, advocates of an extended version of the
SCTH could allow for "extra tags" indicating unusual pre
sentation forms or other nonstandard attributes ofan item.
The memory representation of fragmented items, there
fore, would comprise the script copy, perhaps tags for
moderately typical or atypical information, and an extra
tag for coding that this information was constructed from
an incomplete sentence. This latter kind of tag, if still
available at test, should help subsequently to discriminate
the item from new items. Put another way, complete items
should be harder to distinguish from new items because
their memory representation lacks extra tags. Hence,
recognition memory must be enhanced for fragmented
items as compared with complete items, and this should
hold true for highly typical, typical, and atypical items to
similar degrees. In contrast, source memory must not dif
fer between item presentation forms because extra tags
should improve source memory for all types of items to
the same amount. This prediction derives from the fact
that source memory refers to those items only that are al
ready recognized as old. Obviously, ifa fragmented item
is recognized as old, the extra tag reveals that the item must
have been presented in fragmentary form originally. Sim
ilarly, if a complete item is recognized as old, the miss
ing extra tag suggests that the original information was
displayed in complete form. Thus, very good source mem
ory should emerge in any case, regardless of typicality.

To summarize, the AEH predicts a relatively strong
missing-letters effect on recognition memory for highly
typical information and a weak or null effect for atypical
information. As a consequence, the typicality effect should
be weaker for fragmented as opposed to complete items.
The SCTH predicts either a null effect of missing letters
in highly typical items (narrow version of the SCTH) or
an additive effect with approximately equal recognition
memory benefits for highly typical, typical, and atypical
information, leaving the magnitude of the typicality ef
fect unchanged (extended version of the SCTH). Graes
ser and Nakamura (1982, p. 86) prefer this second version
of the SCTH over the first one: "For the most part, the rep
resentational code and the typicality effect do not depend
on the encoding strategies and the goals of the compre
hender during comprehension. The magnitude of the typ
icality effect should remain essentially constant across
different encoding contexts." I

The AEH and the SCTH also differ in their predictions
concerning source memory: Memory for the presenta
tion form of an item should be moderate or poor accord-



ing to the AEH and either very poor (narrow version) or
very good (extended version) according to the different
SCTH versions. These predictions refer to all levels of
typicality and to both forms of item presentation.

Obviously, empirical tests ofall these predictions pre
suppose valid measures ofrecognition memory and source
memory. However, the validity of currently available em
pirical measures of item recognition and source discrim
ination in source monitoring tasks has been seriously
questioned by Batchelder and Riefer (1990) and Murnane
and Bayen (1996). These authors showed that under
some conditions at least all available empirical measures
of source memory confound memory for the item with
memory for the source; that is, they may indicate differ
ences in source memory when there are in fact no such
differences, but only differences in recognition memory.
Even more importantly, none of the empirical measures
proves to be unaffected by response biases. This holds true
even if d' is used as a measure ofrecognition memory in
source monitoring tasks. Collapsing the old, and old, re
sponses into a single old category and calculating d' es
timates from the hit and false alarm rates may result in
biased measures of recognition memory (for details see
Batchelder, Riefer, & Hu, 1994; Thomas & Olzak, 1992,
pp. 263-264). This is a serious drawback, especially in
schema and script research, because item typicality af
fects both memory processes and judgment processes in
case ofrecognition uncertainty (see Alba & Hasher, 1983,
p. 224; Locksley et al., 1984). In fact, the SCTH predicts
a larger response bias toward old responses for highly
typical items as opposed to atypical items: Because highly
typical items are part of the memory representation by
default, it should not only be difficult to discriminate be
tween old and new highly typical items but also reason
able to guess old in most of these cases. In contrast, be
cause atypical items are probably new unless tagged
within memory, a tendency to guess new must be ex
pected for those atypical items that cannot be recognized
as old. Obviously, if response bias toward old responses
actually increases with script typicality, measures of
recognition memory that are contaminated with this bias
can obscure or perhaps even invert the typicality effect in
recognition memory as predicted by both the AEH and
the SCTH.

For these reasons, a model-based approach is desirable
that accounts for simultaneous effects of recognition
memory, source memory, and response biases on source
monitoring data. Model-based approaches essentially
have two advantages: First, they provide parameters that
can be regarded as unconfounded, pure measures of
recognition memory, source memory, and response biases,
given that the assumptions underlying the model are valid.
Second, the validity of the assumptions underlying the
model can largely be assessed empirically. In the area of
source monitoring research, Batchelder and Riefer (1990)
were the first to propose such an approach. However, their
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multinomial processing-tree model of source monitoring
is based on a one-high threshold (I HT) model of item rec
ognition that is known to be a poor model for simple yes
no recognition tasks (e.g., Kintsch, 1970). Batchelder and
Riefer's (1990) model has therefore been criticized (Kin
chla, 1994). Although the inadequacy of the lHT assump
tion for yes-no recognition tasks does not necessarily
imply its inadequacy as part ofa one-high threshold source
monitoring (1HTSM) model (Batchelder, Riefer, & Hu,
1994), alternative multinomial models of source moni
toring have been proposed in response to Kinchla's crit
icism (Batchelder, Hu, & Riefer, 1994; Batchelder, Riefer,
& Hu, 1994; Bayen, Murnane, & Erdfelder, 1996; Riefer,
Hu, & Batchelder, 1994). Recently, Bayen et al. (1996)
compared these models empirically and found a two
high threshold source monitoring (2HTSM) model to be
superior to the other models: The item recognition and
source discrimination parameters of the 2HTSM model
accurately reflected independent experimental manipula
tions of recognition and source memory, whereas the
corresponding parameters of other models failed to re
flect manipulations of recognition memory.

The results of the Bayen et al. (1996) study are but one
reason why we prefer the 2HTSM model as a framework
for the data analyses reported in this paper. Another rea
son is conceptual in nature: The 2HTSM model allows
for (some) distractor items to be detected as new with cer
tainty (i.e., without guessing). Currently, this feature is
unique to the 2HTSM model. It is especially attractive in
schema and script research because probably quite a few
atypical distractor items are detected as new with cer
tainty. When confronted with atypical distractor items in
the memory task, participants could reason that they would
have recognized this salient item as old had it been pre
sented during the acquisition phase of the experiment.
Since they do not recognize the item, it must certainly be
new (see Strack & Bless, 1994).

The application of the 2HTSM model to the source
monitoring task used in our experiments is illustrated in
Figure 1. The model comprises eight free parameters in
its most general form. These parameters represent recog
nition memory (D f , Dc, D n), source memory (df , dc)' re
sponse bias with respect to the old-new decision (b), and
response bias with respect to the source decision (a, g).
The model applies to fragmented items, complete items,
and distractor items. The uppermost of the three process
ing trees in Figure 1 illustrates memory and judgment pro
cesses involved in responding to fragmented items. Ac
cording to the 2HTSM model, fragmented items are
recognized as old with probability Df . Given that a frag
mented item is correctly recognized as old, the source of
the item (i.e., the original presentation form) is correctly
remembered with probability d-. If a fragmented item is
both recognized as old and identified as originally pre
sented in fragmentary form, the participant will cor
rectly respond old f. However, if a participant is unable to
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Figure 1. Processing-tree representation of the two-high threshold source monitoring (2HTSM)
model applied to items originally presented in fragmentary versus complete form and distractor
items. Words depicted in boxes denote test items (left side) and observable responses (right side).
Events depicted in ellipses denote results of various memory and judgment processes involved in re
sponding to the items. Italicized letters attached to the branches represent event transition proba
bilities from left to right. From "Source Discrimination, Item Detection, and Multinomial Models
of Source Monitoring," by U. J. Bayen, K. Murnane, & E. Erdfelder, 1996, Journal ofExperimental
Psychology: Learning, Memory, & Cognition, 22, p. 202. Copyright 1996 by the American Psycho
logical Association. Adapted with permission.



remember the source conditional upon recognizing the
item (with probability I - df)' this person will guess old,
with probability a and old; with probability 1 - a.

By implication, fragmented items will fail to be rec
ognized as old with probability I - D f . If this occurs,
both the old-new decision and the source decision are
made by guessing. The parameter b is the probability of
guessing old in the state of recognition uncertainty, and
g denotes the probability of guessing old, given that the
old decision was also made by guessing. In principle, g
and a may differ. However, it is often reasonable to assume
that g = a (i.e., source bias does not depend on recogni
tion memory).

The processing tree for complete items (second tree in
Figure 1) is completely isomorphic to the processing tree
for fragmented items, except that the recognition proba
bility (Dc) and the source discrimination probability (de)
may differ from Dr and df' respectively.

A slightly different model is proposed for distractor
items (third tree in Figure I). Distractor items are de
tected as new with probability Do, followed by a correct
rejection (new response). Ifdistractor items fail to be de
tected as new (with probability 1 - Do), the same guess
ing processes as in case of target items apply.

In essence, the only difference between this 2HTSM
model and the 1HTSM model by Batchelder and Riefer
(1990) pertains to the Do parameter. The 1HTSM model
is a submodel of the 2HTSM model that is obtained by
fixing Doat zero. Thus, results ofdata analyses based on
the 1HTSM and 2HTSM models will differ to the degree
that Do differs from zero.

In their most general versions, none ofthe source mon
itoring models proposed in the literature is identifiable;
that is, at least some of the models' parameters are not
uniquely determined by the response probabilities. This
also holds true for the eight-parameter 2HTSM model de
picted in Figure 1. Therefore, parameter restrictions are
necessary in order to guarantee unique parameter esti
mates. A reasonable starting point in identifying an ap
propriate submodel is the most parsimonious submodel
of the 2HTSM model family, namely the 2HTSM( 4) sub
model, comprising only four parameters D, d, b, and g. In
this submodel, the parameters Df , Dc,and Doare replaced
by a single recognition memory parameter D. Analo
gously, dfand de are replaced by a single source memory
parameter d. Finally, g is assumed to be equal to a. This
model was evaluated by Bayen et al. (1996) and was found
superior to alternative four-parameter models derived
from other model families. Obviously, most of its equality
restraints are in agreement with the predictions derived
from the AEH and the SCTH. In fact, according to the
narrow version of the SCTH, all restrictions implied by
the 2HTSM(4) model should hold true for highly typical
items at least, and both D and d should be close to zero
for highly typical items. However, the extended version
of the SCTH and the AEH predict superior recognition
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memory for highly typical items originally presented in
fragmentary form (i.e., Dr> Dc). According to this pre
diction, a five-parameter 2HTSM(5) model that leaves D,
unrestricted but retains the other restraints (i.e., D; = Do,
df = d.; and g = a) should do better than the 2HTSM(4)
model. Therefore, by comparing the goodness offit of the
2HTSM(4) and 2HTSM(5) models, the narrow version
of the SCTH can be tested against the other hypotheses. If
the 2HTSM(5) model proves to be clearly better for highly
typical items, the narrow version of the SCTH must be
rejected. In this case, the AEH and the extended version
of the SCTH can be evaluated by comparing the typical
ity effects in D, and Dc and by estimating the value of d
that should be moderate or poor according to the AEH
and almost perfect according to the SCTH version assum
ing extra tags.

We applied this evaluation strategy to two source mon
itoring experiments that fit the paradigm presupposed by
the 2HTSM model illustrated in Figure 1. Experiment 1
was designed to test the hypotheses as described above.
Experiment 2 was designed to assess whether recognition
memory for script-typical and script-atypical information
is affected by the presentation form of items preceding
the target items during acquisition. As will be outlined
below, Experiment 2 allows for further tests of the AEH
and the SCTH.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Participants. Forty-four female and male students ofBonn Uni

versity served as voluntary participants. About 40% of them were
undergraduate psychology majors who received credit toward their
degree requirements as compensation for their participation. The
other participants were dormitory residents with various majors.

Design and Materials. A story describing a day in the life of
Peter W. (a fictitious student) was displayed one sentence at a time
on a 14-in. screen of a personal computer. The story consisted of
108 German sentences. Each of these sentences described two ac
tions or events in two semi-sentences connected by the word and
(e.g., "Er steht auf und putzt sich die Zahne" [He gets up in the
morning and brushes his teeth]). The whole story covered nine dif
ferent scripts: getting up in the morning, visiting a dentist, attend
ing a lecture, buying pants, repairing the inner tube of a bike, writ
ing a text on a personal computer, painting the walls of a room,
visiting a restaurant, and visiting a movie theater (see the Appen
dix). Vaterrodt (1992) obtained German typicality norms for these
scripts. She used a 6-point rating scale analogous to that ofGraesser
et al. (1979). For each of the nine scripts, 20 actions with the high
est and 4 actions with the lowest average typicality ratings werese
lected for the subsequent source monitoring test. Thus, the test
comprised 9'(20 + 4) = 216 actions in total.

The Peter W. story presented to each participant was based on
one of two subsets (henceforth referred to as Set A and Set B) ofall
216 actions. Twoofthe actions ranked I to 4 on the typicality scale
(I being the most typical action) were randomly assigned to Set A.
The remaining two actions were assigned to Set B. The same was
done for actions ranked 5 to 8, 9 to 12, and so on. In this way two
parallel sets of 108 actions were obtained. Because each sentence
described two actions. 54 sentences of a story contained target items.
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Another 54 filler sentences were added to each story. Their purpose
was to introduce the student Peter W.and to link the nine scripts to
a homogeneous story.

The 36 Set A actions with highest typicality ratings and the 18
Set A actions with lowest typicality ratings were randomly divided
into two sets of equal size (Sets AI and A2, with 18 typical and 9
atypical items each). The same was done with respect to Set B ac
tions. resulting in Sets BI and B2, comprising 18 typical and 9 atyp
ical items each. Only these four subsets of items will be considered
in the data analyses reported in this paper. Their overall average typ
icality ratings were 5.6 for the 72 typical and 1.9 for the 36 atypi
cal items. The remaining 54 Set A actions (Set A3) and the corre
sponding 54 Set B actions (Set B3) with medium typicality ratings
appeared in the source monitoring test and in the Peter W. stories in
order to guarantee a plausible story that was neither too boring (be
cause of a large number of highly typical events) nor too bizarre
(because of a large number of atypical events). However, because
our hypotheses do not refer to actions of medium typicality, these
items were omitted from the data analyses.

To control for possible material effects associated with the four
item subsets, AI' A2, BI' and B2, the total sample of participants
was randomly divided into four groups with n = 11 each. The Peter
W. story was based on Set A actions in Groups 1 and 2 and on Set B
actions in Groups 3 and 4. Group I received Set AI items in frag
mentary form and Set A2 items in complete form. For Group 2, the
assignment of sets to presentation forms was reversed. Addition
ally, both Group I and Group 2 participants read Set A3 items in
complete form. In much the same way, participants in Group 3 re
ceived Set BI items in fragmentary form and Set B2 items in com
plete form, whereas the assignment of sets to presentation forms was
reversed in Group 4. Set B3 items were presented in complete form
to the participants of both groups.

The fragmentary form of presentation was always limited to the
verbs. Fragmented items were pretested to verify that participants
could identify the missing letters within 8 sec. Because the same
source monitoring test was used in all groups, Set A items were tar
get items in Groups 1 and 2 and distractor items in Groups 3 and 4.
In contrast, Set B items were target items in Groups 3 and 4 and dis
tractor items in Groups 1 and 2. Thus, the assignment of item sub
sets to experimental conditions was completely counterbalanced
across the four experimental groups.

In order to allow for a study of recognition and source memory
for highly typical actions, the nine items with highest typicality rat
ings in each of the four sets, AI' A2, B I_ and B2, were analyzed sep
arately from the other nine typical and nine atypical items. The
overall mean typicality ratings across the four subsets were 5.9, 5.4,
and 1.9 for highly typical, typical, and atypical items, respectively.
Mean differences among the item subsets AI' A2, B I, and B2 were
negligible. Because ratings for highly typical items were very close
to the utmost typicality value (6.0), one must conceive ofthese items
as elements of the generic scripts. Examples of the highly typical,
typical, and atypical actions used in our Peter W. stories are pre
sented in the Appendix.

To summarize, we realized a three-factorial 4 X 2 X 3 design (i.e.,
assignment of item subsets to groups of participants X item presen
tation form X level oftypicality). The first factor was a randomized
between-subjects control factor. The other two factors were varied
within subjects. Measures of recognition memory, source memory,
and response biases as defined by the 2HTSM(5) model served as
dependent variables.

Procedure. The participants were told that the experiment was
about person perception. They were tested individually. Each par
ticipant was asked to read the Peter W. story aloud (including the 27
completed verbs presented in fragmentary form) and to think about
what kind of person Peter W.could be. Each of the 108 sentences was
presented for 8 sec in the center of the screen. Subsequently, partici
pants were asked to read a comic book that was not related to the

Peter W. story. About 10 min later they were instructed to give a
short summary ofthe content of the comic book. Then a list ofper
son attributes was presented and the participants' task was to as
sign each ofthe attributes to either Peter W.or Jolly, the protagonist
of the comic book. Exactly 30 min were reserved for the entire dis
tractor task (comic book reading, summary, and person attribute
judgments). The experiment ended with an unexpected source mon
itoring test. Two hundred and sixteen short sentences describing
Set A and Set B actions were presented in a story-conform order.
All items were presented in complete form, using the same word
ing as in the Peter W. stories. The participants had to classify each
item as old., old., or new by pressing one ofthree keys on the com
puter keyboard. The participants were informed that their judg
ments should pertain to the actions depicted in the short sentences
and not to the words used to describe them. In total, the experiment
lasted between 50 and 65 min.

Results
For each of the four groups of participants who re

ceived different item sets, raw frequencies of old., old.,
and new responses were calculated for nine item classes
(fragmented items, complete items, and distractor items
crossed with three levels of typicality). Preliminary data
analyses indicated only minor differences among the four
groups. Thus, for clarity ofpresentation, we will refer to
the total data set for all N = 44 participants combined.?

Raw and relative frequencies for the total sample are
displayed in Table I. We will first report the goodness of
fit of different submodels of the 2HTSM model family.
Next we will consider parameter estimates obtained within
the framework of the best-fitting 2HTSM submodel, All
model-based statistical analyses reported in this paper
were conducted by means ofthe MBT program (Hu, 1991;
see Hu & Batchelder, 1994).

Goodness-of-fit tests. The goodness of fit ofdifferent
submodels of the 2HTSM model family was evaluated
by means of the log-likelihood ratio statistic G2, which
is asymptotically X2 distributed if the submodel holds
true (Read & Cressie, 1988). Small values of G2 indi
cate good fit, whereas large values indicate bad fit. All
of the following G2 tests that were conducted separately
for each typicality level are based on df = 1 and 1,584

Table 1
Raw and Relative Frequencies of Source Monitoring Responses

to Fragmented, Complete, and New Items in Experiment 1,
Separately for Highly Typical, Typical, and Atypical Items

Response

ou, ou, New

Target Item Raw Relative Raw Relative Raw Relative

Highly typical
Fragmented 163 .41 161 .41 72 . \8
Complete 21 .05 253 .64 122 .31
New 49 .06 345 .44 398 .50

Typical
Fragmented 139 .35 163 .41 94 .24
Complete 39 .10 228 .58 129 .33
New 49 .06 266 .34 477 .60

Atypical
Fragmented 213 .54 134 .34 49 .12
Complete 20 .05 281 .71 95 .24
New 1 .00 26 .03 765 .97
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observations, whereas tests referring to all levels simul
taneously are based on df = 2 and 4,752 observations.
Because we were not interested in detecting tiny devia
tions from the models (w < .1, see 1. Cohen, 1988, chap. 7),
we determined that a reasonable level of significance is
a = .0001 for both types of tests [corresponding to critical
values X2(df= I, a = .0001) = 15.137 and X2(df= 2,
a = .0001) = 18.421]. In the case of df= 1 and 1,584
observations, the power amounts to 1 - f3 = .536 for small
deviations from the model (w = .1), and it is greater than
.999 for moderate deviations (w = .2). For df = 2 and
4,752 observations, the power is even larger (1 - f3 =

.997 for w = .1 and 1 - f3 > .999 for w = .2). Obviously,
conventional levels of significance would be inappropri
ate because they would imply high rates of model rejec
tions even for negligible deviations from the models
being tested.'

As predicted by both the AEH and the different SCTH
versions, the five-parameter 2HTSM(5) model fits the data
for highly typical (G(1) = 1.192), typical (6(1) = 0.967),
and atypical items (6(1) = 2.986) almost perfectly. How
ever, as indicated by G2 difference tests comparing the
2HTSM(4) and 2HTSM(5) models, the null hypothesis
of equal recognition rates for fragmented and complete
items (Ho: Dr = Dc) must be rejected for highly typical
(q1) = 20.697) and atypical items (q1) = 18.376)butnot
for typical items (6(1) = 9.680). This result clearly con
tradicts the narrow version of the SCTH, which predicts
a null effect ofmissing-letters completion on recognition
memory for highly typical items.

Parameter estimates. To test the AEH against the ex
tended version of the SCTH, the pattern ofparameter es
timates obtained within the framework ofthe 2HTSM(5)
model needs to be examined. The maximum likelihood
method of parameter estimation based on the EM algo-

rithm described by Hu and Batchelder (1994) was used
throughout. Figure 2 illustrates estimates ofthe recogni
tion rates Dfand D; together with 95% confidence inter
vals. As suggested by the nonoverlapping confidence in
tervals, the null hypothesis of no typicality effect must be
rejected for both fragmented (q~) = 81.217) and com
plete (q~) = 232.960) items. Nevertheless, it appears that
the typicality effect is stronger for complete items than
for fragmented items (Figure 2). However, although the
descriptive pattern of parameter estimates is roughly in
agreement with the AEH predictions, unequivocal statis
tical evidence in favor of the AEH is lacking.

As predicted by the SCTH and shown in Table 2, re
sponse bias in favor of the old response increases with
script typicality. The null hypothesis of no typicality ef
fect in response bias b clearly must be rejected (G(~) =
152.272). In contrast, the null hypotheses of no typicality
effects in source memory d (q~J = 3.231) and in source
bias g (q~) = 7.390) can be retamed. The maximum like
lihood estimate ofd for all item types combined was 0.58
[95% confidence interval: (.54, .62)], and the correspond
ing estimate of g was 0.14 [95% confidence interval:
(.12, .15)].

Discussion
Obviously, recognition memory for highly script-typical

items can be enhanced substantially by presenting infor
mation in fragmentary form. This result clearly contra
dicts the narrow version of the SCTH. By contrast, both
the extended version of SCTH and the AEH can account
for this result. Unfortunately, it is not perfectly clear from
the data whether the size of the typicality effect is unaf
fected by the item presentation form, as predicted by the
extended SCTH, or reduced for fragmented items, as pre
dicted by the AEH. However, the fact that memory for
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Figure 2. Estimates of the recognition parameters Dr and D; and 95% confidence in
tervals for atypical, typical, and highly typical items originally presented in complete ver
sus fragmentary form (Experiment I).
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Table 2
Parameter Estimates (PE) and 95% Confidence Intervals (CI)

According to the 2HTSM(5) Model (Experiment I)

Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimates

Dr D; = D; b d g

Action Type PE CI PE CI PE CI PE CI PE CI
Highly typical .518 .423-.613 .199 .151-.247 .619 .587-.652 .696 .565-.827 .114 .093-.135
Typical .479 .394-.564 .273 .225-.321 .548 .514-.582 .552. .436--.668 .169 .143-.196
Atypical .859 .827-.890 .726 .689-.763 .125 .087-.162 .564 .515-.614 .128 .087-.168

Note-2HTSM, two-high threshold source monitoring.

the form ofitem presentation was clearly less than perfect
for all item types is easier to reconcile with the AEH: Ac
cording to the extended SCTH, source memory should be
almost perfect for both recognized fragmented and rec
ognized complete items because the presence versus ab
sence of an extra tag indicates how this item was dis
played originally.

It should be noted that this pattern of results does not
depend on whether the data of the four counterbalanced
groups are analyzed separately (not reported here) or
combined. Moreover, we found a similar pattern of re
sults in data analyses on the basis of the originallHTSM
model by Batchelder and Riefer (1990). Thus, our con
clusions do not depend on choosing the 2HTSM(5) model
or on other methodological details of the data analyses.
This is an important aspect of our results because sub
models of different source monitoring model families
often show numerically identical goodness of fit, indi
cating that goodness-of-fit tests may not be informative
in selecting the best model (Erdfelder, Murnane, & Ba
yen, 1995). Although we would like to reiterate that the
2HTSM(5) model is the optimal source monitoring model
for the purposes ofthe present experiments, we would also
like to point out that our substantive conclusions do not
depend on the selection of this particular model.

Our model-based results make sense not only with re
spect to the core parameters D (supposed to measure item
recognition memory) and d (supposed to measure source
memory), but also with respect to the response bias pa
rameters b (probability of guessing old) and g (probabil
ity ofguessing old, given an old decision). As predicted by
the SCTH, b increases monotonically with item typicality.
In contrast, g does not vary between different levels of typ
icality. The overall g estimate of O. 14 is easily explained:
The participants probably noticed that only very few of
the items had originally been displayed in fragmentary
form. When they had to guess whether an item classified
as old was a fragmented or a complete item originally, it
was reasonable for them to choose the latter alternative
more frequently. Actually, only 27 items were presented in
fragmentary form originally. Their proportion is conspic
uously close to the g estimate, perhaps an instance of the
well-known phenomenon of probability learning in two
choice situations (Estes, 1964; Jones, 1971l.

To summarize, the results of Experiment 1 tend to
favor the AEH explanation of the typicality effect, but

they do not rule out the extended version of the SCTH.
More data are needed to resolve this issue. We therefore
designed a second experiment whose primary goal was
to obtain clearer evidence in favor or against one of the
two hypotheses.

EXPERIMENT 2

According to the AEH, the degree ofelaborative item
specific processing should not depend only on a target
item's content or presentation form but also on other fac
tors that affect the attentional resources devoted to this
item. Among these factors is the nature of items preced
ing the target item in the acquisition phase. Basically, pre
ceding items may affect resource allocation to subsequent
target items in different ways, depending on the timing
of item presentation during acquisition. Ifpreceding and
target items are presented simultaneously for a short time
interval or successively and with a very high pace, then
attention-attracting preceding items probably decrease
attention to subsequent target items: Obviously, given that
there is only a limited amount of time to process both
items, the time spent with one item is at the expense of
the time remaining for processing the other. However, if
items are presented successively and in a moderate pace,
there is no tradeoffbetween processing the first item and
the second item. Quite to the contrary, one would expect
that attention-arousing preceding items "activate" the
reader and thus increase the attentional resources avail
able for processing the subsequent target item. This does
not automatically result in deeper elaborative processing
of this item, though. However, if the subsequent item is
salient or difficult to comprehend (e.g., because of its
atypical form or content), the increase in available atten
tional resources is likely to go along with intense item
specific processing.

In deriving the AEH predictions for Experiment I, we
hypothesized that the recognition memory benefit offrag
mented items varies as a function of (l) script typicality
and (2) the attentional resources devoted to the letter
completion task. If this holds true, and if attentional re
sources are indeed affected by the nature of preceding
items, it should be possible to increase or decrease the
missing-letters effect for each level of typicality by ma
nipulating the effort required for processing the preced
ing items. This can be achieved, for instance, by contrast-



ing different item presentation forms (i.e., fragmented
vs. complete) in sentences displayed prior to the sen
tence containing the target information.

In Experiment 1, the presentation form of preceding
items varied nonsystematically and was not controlled.
According to the AEH, therefore, the overall missing
letters effects for highly typical, typical, and atypical
items must be regarded as mixtures of different effect
sizes for different types of preceding items. In Experi
ment 2, we aimed at separating the components of these
mixtures. In particular, we tested whether it is possible to
obtain (1) large missing-letters effects by analyzing target
items preceded by sentences containing fragmented verbs
and (2) small missing-letters effects by analyzing target
items preceded by sentences without fragmented verbs.
To obtain such effects it is ofcourse necessary to ensure
that the processing ofthe preceding information does not
reduce the time available for processing the target items.
This can best be achieved by choosing sufficiently long
time lags between preceding and target information.

According to the AEH, large missing-letters effects
should coincide with a small typicality effect for frag
mented items because typical items will benefit more from
missing-letter completion than atypical items (see above).
Thus, a very small or even nonexistent typicality effect
should emerge when both target item and preceding item
are presented in fragmentary form. In contrast, the typi
cality effect should be much stronger when target and pre
ceding items arepresented in complete form.

These predictions cannot be derived from either ver
sion of the SCTH discussed so far. As noted, the SCTH
predicts that the size of the typicality effect should remain
invariant against changes of the encoding context (see
Graesser & Nakamura, 1982). Thus, features of items
preceding the target items during acquisition should nei
ther diminish nor boost the typicality effect as predicted
by the AEH.

Experiment 2 was designed to test the AEH and SCTH
predictions concerning context effects of items preced
ing the target information during acquisition.

Method
Participants. Forty female and male students of Bonn Univer

sity served as voluntary participants. All of them were undergrad
uate psychology majors who received credit toward their degree re
quirements as compensation for their participation.

Design and Materials. The Peter W. stories constructed for Ex
periment I could not be reused because the presentation form of
items preceding the target items was not controlled in these stories.
Therefore, new Peter W. stories were constructed." They are based
on eight of the nine scripts referred to in Experiment I; the script
"writing a text on a personal computer" was not used in Experi
ment 2. Moreover. we decided to drop the distinction between highly
typical and typical items because differences were generally small
in Experiment l.

For each of the eight scripts. the 12 most typical and the 4 least
typical actions were selected from the norms obtained by Vaterrodt
(1992). Both the most and the least typical items were subdivided
into four parallel sets. A I' Az•B I. and Bz, in much the same way as
done in Experiment l. The overall mean typicality ratings were 5.8
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for typical and 1.9 for atypical actions. Differences between paral
lel item subsets were negligible.

Half of the participants received Set A items as target items and
Set B items as distractor items in the source monitoring test. The
other half received Set B items as targets and Set A items as dis
tractors. Each half was again subdivided into two groups of equal
size. One group received Subset Al (or B I ) in fragmentary form and
Subset A2 (or Bz) in complete form. For the other groups the order
was reversed.

Each participant read one of the four versions of the Peter W.
story on a 14-in. screen of a personal computer. Presentation con
ditions and context conditions were almost identical to those ofEx
periment I. The stories consisted of 104 German sentences similar
to those used in Experiment I. Each target item was preceded by a
sentence ending with a highly script-typical action that was pre
sented in either fragmentary form or complete form (50% each).
Eight seconds later, a new sentence starting with the critical target
item replaced the preceding sentence. There were four types oftar
get items: highly typical and fragmented, highly typical and complete.
atypical and fragmented, and atypical and complete (25% each).

The source monitoring test presented subsequently covered 160
items. Ofthese. 32 were critical target items originally presented in
the Peter W. story (4 items for each combination ofthe factors pre
sentation form of the target item, typicality of the target item, and
presentation form ofthe preceding item). Another 32 (parallel) test
items served as distractor items. Thus, each participant contributed
64 responses to the data analyses reported below.

To summarize, we realized a four-factorial 4 X 2 x 2 X 2 design
(i.e., assignment of item subsets to groups of participants X target
item presentation form X target item typicality X presentation form
of preceding item). The first factor was a randomized between
subjects control factor. The other three factors were varied within
subjects. Measures ofrecognition memory, source memory, and re
sponse biases as defined by the 2HTSM(5) model served as de
pendent variables.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that ofExperiment I.
Experiment 2 took 55--65 min for each participant.

Table 3
Raw and Relative Frequencies of Source Monitoring Responses

to Fragmented, Complete, and New Items in Experiment 2,
Separately for Highly Typical and Atypical Items Preceded

by Fragmented Versus Complete Items

Response

Oldr Olde New

Target Item Raw Relative Raw Relative Raw Relative

Target Items Preceded by Fragmented Items
Highly typical

Fragmented 101 .63 48 .30 II .07
Complete 18 .11 88 .55 54 .34
New 47 .15 103 .32 170 .53

Atypical
Fragmented 110 .69 45 .28 5 .03
Complete 8 .05 127 .79 25 .16
New 3 .01 5 .02 312 .98

Target Items Preceded by Complete Items
Highly typical

Fragmented 72 .45 60 .38 28 .18
Complete 21 .13 113 .71 26 .16
New 31 .10 108 .34 181 .57

Atypical
Fragmented 115 .72 33 .21 12 .08
Complete II .07 126 .79 23 .14
New 2 .01 11 .03 307 .96
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Results
For each of the four groups of participants who re

ceived different item sets, raw frequencies of old., old.,
and new responses were calculated for 12 item classes
(i.e., fragmented items, complete items, and distractor
items crossed with two levels oftypicality and two types
of preceding items). A preliminary data analysis indicated
that differences between the four groups were negligible.
Thus, for clarity ofpresentation, we will refer to the total
data set for all (N = 40) participants combined.

Rav: and relative frequencies for the total sample are
displayed in Table 3. Again, we will first report the good
ness of fit of different submodels of the 2HTSM model
family. Next we will consider parameter estimates ob-

tained within the framework of the best-fitting 2HTSM
submodel.

Goodness-of-fit tests. G2 goodness-of-fit tests were
conducted for each combination oftarget item typicality
and type of preceding item separately and for several of
these four item groups combined. Power considerations
were similar to those reported for Experiment 1. If "mod
erate" or large effects are of interest (w > .2, see note 2),
a significance level of a = .000 I is again a good choice
for tests that refer to several groups of items. Given df=
1, two item groups (l ,280 observations), and the critical
value x2(df = 1, a = .0001) = 15.137, the power of the
G2 test is I - f3 = .377 for w = .1, and it is greater than
.999 for w = .2. For tests based on df = 3, four item
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Figure 3. Estimates of the recognition parameters Dr and D; and 95% confidence in
tervals for atypical and highly typical items originally presented in complete versus frag
mentary form. All target items were preceded by fragmented items (top panel) versus
complete items (bottom panel) during the acquisition phase of Experiment 2.



groups (2,560 observations), and the critical value
X2(df= 3, a = .0001) = 21.1075, the power is even
larger. However, if single item groups are analyzed (640
observations), a = .001 is a better choice. Given df = 1,
w = .2, and the critical value x2(df = 1, a = .001) =

10.828, the power amounts to 1 - f3 = .962.
The five-parameter 2HTSM(5) model again fits the

data for each ofthe four groups of items almost perfectly.
G{l) is equal to 2.928,1.753,0.448, and 0.615 for highly
typical items preceded by fragmented items, atypical
items preceded by fragmented items, highly typical items
preceded by complete items, and atypical items preceded
by complete items, respectively. As in Experiment 1, the
null hypothesis ofequal recognition rates for fragmented
and complete target items (i.e., Ho: Dr = Dc) and, thus,
the four-parameter 2HTSM(4) model, cannot be retained
for both highly typical (G?ll = 38.063) and atypical
(q1) = 15.806) items that were preceded by fragmented
items. In contrast, for target items preceded by complete
items, the null hypothesis Dr = D, can be retained for
both highly typical items (G(~l = 0.009) and atypical
items (G(1) = 4.074).

Parameter estimates. Figure 3 illustrates estimates of
the recognition rates Dr and Dc and 95% confidence in
tervals. Using a = .0001 as a criterion ofsignificance (see
above), the null hypothesis ofno typicality effect can be
retained for fragmented items preceded by other frag
mented items (G(~) = 9.078) but must be rejected for
complete items preceded by fragmented items (G(1) =
118.019). By contrast, for target items preceded by com
plete items, there is a sizable typicality effect for both
fragmented (Gr1) = 30.950) and complete target (G(1) =
66.070) items.

Table 4 summarizes the results for the remaining pa
rameters. Again, response bias in favor ofthe old response
increases with script typicality. The null hypothesis ofno
typicality effect in response bias b must be rejected for
items preceded by fragmented items (Gc1) = 33.934) and
for items preceded by complete items (Gr1) = 36.611).
In contrast, the source memory and source bias param
eters are affected neither by item typicality nor by the
type of the preceding item: (q1) = 2.455 for parameter d
and G(1) = 2.468 for parameter g). The maximum likeli
hood estimate of d for all groups of items combined is
0.68 [95% confidence interval: (.63 , .72)], and the COT-
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responding estimate ofg is 0.25 [95% confidence inter
val: (.21, .28)].

Discussion
Two important results were observed in Experiment 2.

First, missing-letters effects can be strengthened consid
erably by combining fragmented target items with frag
mented preceding items, and they can be weakened by
combining fragmented target items with less attention
arousing preceding items presented in complete form.
Second, for fragmented target items preceded by other
fragmented items, the typicality effect is virtually elim
inated or at least reduced to a negligible size. Thus, ifpar
ticipants are strongly encouraged to attend to and to thor
oughly process highly typical information, recognition
rates may be as large as those usually obtained for atyp
ical information only (see also Alba & Hasher, 1983).

These results corroborate the AEH predictions. The
AEH can readily explain why (1) there is a sizable effect
ofthe preceding items' presentation form and why (2) the
typicality effect disappears (or almost disappears) when
both atypical and highly typical items are processed
elaboratively. The extended version ofthe SCTH can ac
count for the latter result only by assuming that a ceiling
effect prevents the fragmented atypical items from being
recognized significantly better than the fragmented highly
typical items. However, even ifthis interpretation should
turn out to be correct, the SCTH still cannot account for
the effect of the preceding item's presentation form. The
SCTH versions considered in this article do not provide
for context-sensitive tagging mechanisms. Tags should
therefore remain unaffected by the presentation form of
items preceding or following the target items.

Moreover, there is pretty much agreement between the
Dr estimates obtained in Experiments 1 and 2. To see
this, the Drestimates for targets preceded by fragmented
items versus complete items in Experiment 2 have to be
weighted with the proportions of fragmented and com
plete items in the stories used in Experiment 1 (.125 and
.875, respectively). The sums ofthese weighted estimates
(i.e., their weighted averages) roughly coincide with the
Dr estimates observed in Experiment 1. This confirms
our supposition that the missing-letters effects obtained
in Experiment 1 are in fact mixtures of different effect
sizes for different types of preceding items.

Table 4
Parameter Estimates (PE) and 95% Confidence Intervals (CI) According to the 2HTSM(5)

Model (Experiment 2), Separately for Items Preceded by Fragmented Versus Complete Items

Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimates

Dr D; = D; b d g

Action Type PE CI PE CI PE CI PE CI PE CI

Target Items Preceded by Fragmented Items

Highly typical .831 .748-.915 .209 .134-.282 .585 .534-.635 .630 .523-.737 .276 .228-.324
Atypical .964 .937-.990 .819 .770-.868 .137 .060--.214 .653 .583-.723 .190 .109-.271

Target Items Preceded by Complete Items

Highly typical .406 .239-.572 .395 .331-.459 .718 .663-.774 .812 .514-1.00 .236 .187-.285
Atypical .904 .859-.949 .815 .766-.864 .221 .127-.315 .719 .649-.790 .233 .143-.322
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There is one unexpected result in Experiment 2, though:
The missing-letters effects seem to vanish almost com
pletely for targets preceded by complete items. Although
reduced missing-letters effects were predicted by the
AEH, zero effects are not easily explained by both the
AEH and the extended SCTH. However, the nonsignifi
cance ofan effect does not imply its complete absence. In
fact, small effects in the predicted direction show up in the
parameter estimates. One possible reason for these tiny
effects is the rather low difficulty level of the letter-com
pletion task used in our experiments. It was perhaps not
difficult enough to induce intense item-specific process
ing in the absence of attention-arousing context influences.

With respect to the parameters b, d, and g, the results
of Experiment 2 are also similar to those already observed
in Experiment 1. As predicted by the SCTH, response
bias toward the old response (b) increases with item typ
icality. The other parameters are constant across item
types. Source memory d appears to be slightly better than
in Experiment 1 but is still less than perfect. This is not
easily reconciled with the SCTH but is consistent with
the AEH. Finally, the estimate of the source bias param
eter g is again close to the proportion of items that were
presented in fragmentary form originally. This confirms
our suspicion that probability learning may playa role in
the guessing processes underlying source bias.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

We have conducted two experiments to test three ex
planations ofthe typicality effect: the AEH, a narrow ver
sion of the SCTH, and an extended version ofthe SCTH.
Experiment 1 showed that presenting information in
fragmentary form tends to improve recognition memory
mostly for highly typical information. This is inconsis
tent with the narrow version of the SCTH. Measures of
recognition memory and source memory fitted the AEH
predictions quite well but did not clearly rule out the ex
tended version of the SCTH. Experiment 2 revealed that
features of items preceding the target item during acqui
sition may affect the size of the typicality effect in recog
nition memory. Neither the narrow nor the extended ver
sion of the SCTH can account for this context effect. By
contrast, the AEH predicts this effect.

In a nutshell, our data support the AEH and pose some
problems for the SCTH. This converges with recent re
sults ofother authors based on different SCTH and AEH
predictions. For example, 0'Sullivan and Durso (1984)
and Hunt, Kernan, and Bonfield (1992) have shown that
atypical information is not only easily remembered but
also improves recognition and recall memory for other
pieces of information in the same text, both typical and
atypical. Thus, memory for script-related information
appears to be affected by features of items preceding the
target item and also by features of items following the
target item during acquisition (see also Graesser, Singer,
& Trabasso, 1994, p. 379). This can hardly be explained
by item-specific or proposition-specific tags. The AEH,

however, is in agreement with this result: Elaborative pro
cesses triggered by atypical information tend to improve
associative links to other (perhaps highly typical) infor
mation in the same story and thereby improve its re
trievability (see Hastie, 1980).

In a study on memory for typical and atypical objects
in real-world settings, Mantyla and Backman (1992)
showed that the typicality effect may disappear in recog
nition memory for object details. This null effect was
found both in elderly people and in young adults work
ing under divided-attention conditions. Obviously, these
results do not fit the SCTH assumption that atypical in
formation is tagged automatically and without involve
ment of attentional processes. However, they are easily
explained within the AEH framework: Whenever the at
tentional resources are exhausted (due to limited atten
tional capacities of the participants or due to features of
the experimental context), atypical information ceases to
be processed elaboratively. As a consequence, atypical
items lose their memory advantage relative to typical
items. Similar results were reported with respect to mem
ory for typical and atypical person and group attributes
encoded under conditions of divided attention (Macrae,
Hewstone, & Griffiths, 1993; Stangor & Duan, 1991).

Another core assumption of the SCTH pertains to the
interaction between item typicality, type of memory test
(i.e., recall versus recognition), and the delay of the mem
ory test. According to Graesser and Nakamura (1982), a
general atypicality advantage should be found only in im
mediate memory tests ofeither type. With increasing re
tention intervals, recall memory should become more re
constructive and less recollective, resulting in better recall
memory for (highly) typical information relative to atyp
ical information. The typicality effect in recognition
memory, by contrast, should not depend on the length of
the retention interval because recognition memory is
generally less reconstructive than recall memory. In ac
cordance with these predictions, Smith and Graesser
(1981) found an atypicality advantage in recognition
memory for all retention intervals, whereas the atypicality
advantage in recall memory was limited to short retention
intervals and reversed into a typicality advantage ap
proximately 48 h after testing. Recently, however, David
son (1994) demonstrated that the reversal of the typical
ity effect in recall memory is limited to atypical items
describing relatively pallid and routine actions. Atypical
items reflecting highly attention-attracting interruptive
actions, by contrast, were generally recalled and recog
nized better than typical items of the same type, regard
less of the length of the retention interval.

To summarize, recent evidence-including our own
clearly emphasizes the importance of attentional and
elaborative processes in memory for schema-related and
script-related information. Nevertheless, the data do not
force a complete rejection of the SCTH in favor of the
AEH; some other results not discussed until now are pre
dicted by the SCTH but not easily explained within the
AEH framework.



First, as summarized by Graesser and Nakamura
(1982, pp. 94-95), some manipulations ofattentional re
sources failed to affect the typicality effect. For exam
ple, the typicality effect appears to be unaffected by speed
of presentation rates [medium (175 words/min.) vs. fast
(280 words/min.)] of script-based stories (see, however,
Dijksterhuis & van Knippenberg, 1995), and the typical
ity effect seems largely invariant under different instruc
tions (telling the participants to place more or less em
phasis on typical vs. atypical actions).

Second, the AEH provides no simple explanation of
the often-observed correlation between typicality and re
sponse bias in favor of the old response that was repli
cated in our experiments.

Third, there is some evidence confirming the SCTH
prediction that at least some script-typical items have no
representation in memory at all. Subsets of highly typi
cal items can be defined for which recognition memory
is essentially zero (Bredenkamp & Vaterrodt, 1992; Graes
ser & Nakamura, 1982;Grube-Unglaub et aI., 1995; Vater
rodt, 1992). According to the SCTH, these items have no
representation in memory beyond the copy of the script.
As a consequence, there should be no implicit memory
for these items, either. Using different types of indirect
measures of memory, this prediction was indeed con
firmed by Bredenkamp and Vaterrodt (1992) and Grube
Unglaub et al. (1995). A pure version of the AEH can
hardly explain these results because it implies that all types
of information should receive low degrees of attention
and elaborative processing at least, leading to recognition
rates generally larger than zero.

Thus, neither the SCTH nor the AEH is in perfect
agreement with all results reported in the literature. As
far as the SCTH is concerned, the problems seem to be
due to the fact that this theory explicitly denies the im
portance ofattentional and elaborative processes in pro
ducing the typicality effect: "According to the SC+T
model, there can be systematic differences in attention
and elaboration devoted to items, but such differences do
not explain the typicality effect. Instead, properties of
the representational code can explain the typicality ef
fect, and the code is constructed automatically at compre
hension" (Graesser & Nakamura, 1982, p. 94). Note that
the problems would disappear within the framework ofa
revised SCTH that retains the script-copy framework but
rejects the idea that attentional and elaborative processes
are not involved in tagging mechanisms. By assuming
that memory representations of script-based stories in
clude script copies established automatically and, addi
tionally, traces or tags corresponding to items receiving
item-specific elaborative processing during encoding
(because of their atypicality or other reasons), most of
the results mentioned in this paper are captured (see Me
Daniel, 1984, and McDaniel & Kerwin, 1987, for a sim
ilar point ofview). In accordance with the original SCTH,
the revised SCTH predicts zero memory for highly typ
ical information that does not receive item-specific pro
cessing, it predicts good memory for atypical informa
tion that does receive item-specific elaborative processing,
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and it predicts an increase in response bias with increas
ing item typicality. In contrast to the original SCTH,
however, the revised SCTH predicts good memory for
highly typical information that does receive elaborative
item-specific processing (e.g., because ofits form ofpre
sentation or because of its atypical context; see Hunt
et al., 1992; O'Sullivan & Durso, 1984). Note also that
the revised SCTH does not assume automatic tagging
mechanisms, so it can easily explain Mantyla and Back
man's (1992) results. Furthermore, it predicts recall and
recognition advantages for all types of information pro
cessed elaboratively, regardless of the length of the re
tention interval. Thus, as was recently found by David
son (1994), attention-attracting atypical information
should be generally recognized and recalled better at all
retention intervals.

Although the results ofour experiments are nicely ex
plained by the AEH, the revised SCTH is an attractive al
ternative. It can also explain some results of other authors
that do not fit well into the AEH framework. In addition,
the revised SCTH includes most of the AEH predictions.
It differs from the AEH only with respect to memory fac
tors and judgment strategies involved in remembering
aspects of the generic script (i.e., highly script-typical
items). Thus, the revised SCTH is a combination of the
successful parts of the AEH and the SCTH, and one might
therefore call it a revised AEH as well.

Still another but related way to account for our results
in a revised SCTH framework was suggested by Arthur
Graesser (personal communication, April 1, 1997). In line
with contemporary models in discourse psychology, one
could argue that several levels ofmemory representation
are constructed during text comprehension-for exam
ple, a surface model (i.e., a verbatim representation), a
text base (i.e., a propositional representation), and a situ
ation model describing the situation referred to in the
text (see Kintsch, 1988; Kintsch & Ericsson, 1996;
Kintsch et aI., 1990). Given such a framework, the SCTH
would not be in conflict with the data reported here when
we assume that it applies to the construction of the situ
ation model only. The observed missing-letters effects
and their interactions with typicality and type of the pre
ceding item could then be explained by referring to the
other levels of memory representation. In other words,
attentional and elaborative processes may be involved in
the encoding of script-based texts according to this re
vised SCTH. However, such processes operate primarily
at the surface level rather than the situation model level,
where script copies plus tags for atypical events are stored.
Note that some degree of attention appears to be neces
sary to store tags for atypical events, though. Otherwise
it would be difficult to explain why the recognition mem
ory benefit of atypical events tends to vanish under con
ditions of divided attention.

For the time being, therefore, a definite decision be
tween the AEH framework and the SCTH framework
seems neither possible nor desirable. What can be said is
that SCTH versions denying the role of attentional and
elaborative processes in memory for script-typical and
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script-atypical information cannot account for some re
cent data, including our own. However, by dropping the
SCTH assumption that attentional and elaborative pro
cesses do not affect the typicality effect, the inconsis
tency between the AEH and the SCTH can be resolved.
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NOTES

I. As one reviewer noted, one could develop a version of the SCTH
that assumes that each additional tag is proportionally less beneficial for
recognition memory. Obviously, it would be more difficult to test this
theory against the AEH. However, this theory is not the one proposed
by Graesser and Nakamura (1982).

2. Readers may request results for single groups ofparticipants from
the first author.

3. All power analyses reported in this paper were performed by means
of the GPOWER program (Faul & Erdfelder, 1992; see Erdfelder, FauI,
& Buchner, 1996). They are based on 1. Cohen's (1988, chap. 7) effect
size measure w, which indicates the degree of violation of the null hy
pothesis (Ho) in the underlying population. For each item type i, the de
gree of violation is w~ = L}(POi) - PI i)2 / POi}' where Pli} is the actual
probability of response j to items of type i in the underlying population,
andPOi} is the corresponding probability according to Ho(i.e., the model
being tested). In our application, there were three responses-i-j = 1,2,
3 (old r-aide' and new). Some of our tests refer to three item types, other
tests to even more. The overall degree ofHoviolation across item types
is w2 = Li nJN' w;, where ni is the sample size for items oftype i, and
N is the total sample size across item types. Thus, a "small effect" w =
.1 as defined by 1.Cohen (1988, p. 224)-implies that the weighted av
erage of the w; terms is as tiny as w2 = .0I. We decided that our tests
should detect "moderate" violations of Ho(i.e., w = .2 or w2 = .04)
with a high power, but not necessarily small violations. Note that all
power calculations refer to asymptotic distributions; they are not nec
essarily valid for small sample sizes.

4. Wewould like to thank Natascha Braun for constructing the mate
rials and collecting the data of Experiment 2.
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APPENDIX

Table Al
Examples of Highly Typical, Typical, and Atypical Items Used in the Peter W. Stories

of Experiments 1 and 2
-------------------''------------------------

Typicality

Script

morning
dentist
lecture
buying pants
bike
writing a text
painting walls
restaurant
movie

Highly typical

He enters the bathroom.
He opens his mouth.
He looks for a place.
He chooses a pair of pants.
He inflates the tires.
He saves the text.
He paints the wall with a roller.
They eat.
They buy tickets.

Typical

He combs his hair.
He describes his pains.
He takes his pen.
He tries on another one.
He marks the puncture.
He defines the print format.
He cleans the roller.
They drink something.
They look at the posters.

Atypical

He drinks champagne.
He takes an aspirin.
He eats chocolate.
He haggles over the price.
He stitches the rip.
He inserts a battery.
The bucket drops down.
They buy cigarettes.
Peter falls asleep.
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